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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In August 2005 the Rockefeller Archive Center and Smithsonian Institution Archives launched the 3-year, grant-funded Collaborative Electronic Records Project (CERP).  We soon narrowed our focus to e-mail processing and preservation with the intent of sharing our findings and products with archival and non-profit communities.
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Rockefeller Rockefeller 
Archive Archive 
CenterCenter

 (RAC)(RAC)

Smithsonian Smithsonian 
Institution ArchivesInstitution Archives

(SIA)(SIA)

Presenter
Presentation Notes

The collaboration of two dissimilar organizations has highlighted the need for different approaches rather than a one size fits all solution. 

The RAC’s records come from individuals as well as non-profit organizations.  We have no authority over our depositors; we own some records while others are on deposit.  We usually don’t receive or process our materials until 20 or more years after creation and the accessioning of electronic records has been no different than for paper documents. The SIA, on the other hand, receives permanent and temporary records from various units across the Institution, has a Records Management Team, and has a policy mandating transfer of certain records to the Archives. 

Until recently, we did not have our own, on-site IT staff and could not use our contract IT people for this project, while the SIA already had an electronic records program, director, and staff in place. 



Key Survey FindingsKey Survey Findings

No records management policyNo records management policy

No naming standardsNo naming standards

No procedures for organizing or No procedures for organizing or 
savingsaving

Some have no onSome have no on--site IT staffsite IT staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both the RAC and SIA began the project by interviewing selected staff members at our depositing organizations to determine how they create, organize, manage, and preserve born-digital records.

Significant findings included:
Only 2 of the RAC depositors had a records manager and those had only retention schedules, not a complete records management policy.

In both institutions, few depositors had standardized file folder names for e-mail or had established procedures for organizing or saving e-mail.




ISSUESISSUES
Unknown formats Unknown formats 
Deteriorating mediaDeteriorating media
Data on portable devicesData on portable devices
Native format vs. convertingNative format vs. converting
Upgraded hardware/old mediaUpgraded hardware/old media
Obsolete or unsupported softwareObsolete or unsupported software
Duplicates, personal, junk mingledDuplicates, personal, junk mingled
Information quantity & rate increaseInformation quantity & rate increase
Traditional archival concepts/new eraTraditional archival concepts/new era

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that when we receive electronic records including e-mail, we will have to deal with several issues, including:
	Unknown formats 
	Deteriorating media 
	Unintegrated data on portable devices
	Obsolete software
	Duplicates, personal, and junk messages
	Lack of file order
 	New user expectations
	



Best Practices Best Practices 
GuidanceGuidance

  

E-MAIL 
GUIDELINES 
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Presentation Notes

To help our depositors manage some of these issues, we developed best practices guidelines. 
Because we operate in different environments, the RAC and SIA developed separate guidelines and workflow, including:

E-Mail Guidelines
Records Retention & Disposition Guidelines




TRANSFER TRANSFER 
GUIDELINESGUIDELINES

Prepared by the Collaborative Electronic Records Project
Rockefeller Archive Center

January 2007

This document may be freely used and modified by any non-profit organization.
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Transfer Guidance




FormsForms
Accession Administrative & Accession Administrative & 
Descriptive MetadataDescriptive Metadata

TransferTransfer

VerificationVerification

Migration/RefreshMigration/Refresh

METS AIP MetadataMETS AIP Metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And forms to assist archivists in processing and managing e-mail.  

All forms are intended to be kept in an electronic database with automatic calendar alerts as needed and can be sorted various ways to generate reports.

Project products are available on the CERP website.
Note: FORMS ARE STILL EVOLVING.  
You may customize our forms to suit your institutional needs. 




Accession Administrative MetadataAccession Administrative Metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes

This is a portion of the Accession Form with Dublin Core tags on selected sections.  It includes administrative and descriptive metadata

The administrative metadata form includes such information as access rights, terms of use, disposition date, and copyright ownership.
			
A narrative finding aid will be part of the descriptive metadata.  Some of the items included in descriptive metadata are the e-mail creator’s e-mail address, their title, the e-mail client(s) used, and the attachment formats.




Completed FormsCompleted Forms
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Presentation Notes
Verification, Transfer, Migration/Refresh schedule forms are part of Transfer Guidelines and are also available as standalone forms.

	



TESTBEDSTESTBEDS

RAC RAC 


 

1) Outlook .1) Outlook .pstpst
 

files from serverfiles from server


 

2) Variety of native e2) Variety of native e--mail clients mail clients 
from desktopfrom desktop

SIASIA


 

Outlook .Outlook .pstpst
 

files from active files from active 
systemsystem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For our testing purposes, one RAC depositor allowed us to capture specific e-mail folders of two units from their server as Outlook .pst files. Another depositor 
provided CDs of e-mail previously copied from a desktop that included a variety of e-mail applications: Eudora, Apple, Outlook Express, and others dating back to 2001.  

All of the SIA’s test messages were captured as .psts, so they focused on Outlook mail while the RAC concentrated on other e-mail clients.

 




Web Browser DisplayWeb Browser Display
----============_============_--1211362437==_============_E2mXatt1211362437==_============_E2mXatt
ContentContent--Disposition: attachment;Disposition: attachment;

 

filename="filename="XXXXX.docXXXXX.doc““
ContentContent--Type: application/octetType: application/octet--stream;stream;

 

name="name="XXXXX.doc"ContentXXXXX.doc"Content--TransferTransfer--

 
Encoding: base64Encoding: base64
0M8R4KGxGuEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPgADAP7/CQAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAA0M8R4KGxGuEAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAPgADAP7/CQAGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABAAAAJQJQ

 
AAAAAEAAAJwAAAAEAAAD+////AAAAACQAAAD////////////////////////////AAAAAEAAAJwAAAAEAAAD+////AAAAACQAAAD////////////////////////////////////////////

14 pages of character strings were in this space. 14 pages of character strings were in this space. 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA----

 
============_============_--1211362437==_============1211362437==_============----

From ???@??? Mon Sep 17 16:44:44 2001From ???@??? Mon Sep 17 16:44:44 2001
ReturnReturn--Path: <XXXXXX @Path: <XXXXXX @mail.rockefeller.edumail.rockefeller.edu>>
Received: from [123.45.67.890] (Received: from [123.45.67.890] (XXXXXX.rockefeller.eduXXXXXX.rockefeller.edu

 

[123.45.67.890])[123.45.67.890])

 

by by 
mail.rockefeller.edumail.rockefeller.edu

 

(6.23.5/7.89.0) with ESMTP id f8HK8Js01021(6.23.5/7.89.0) with ESMTP id f8HK8Js01021

 

for <XXXXX>; for <XXXXX>; 
Mon, 17 Sep 2001 16:08:19 Mon, 17 Sep 2001 16:08:19 --0400 (0400 (EDT)MessageEDT)Message--Id: Id: 
<a0501040bb7cc1683f959@[123.45.67.890]>Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2001 16<a0501040bb7cc1683f959@[123.45.67.890]>Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2001 16:07:46 :07:46 --0500To: 0500To: 
XXXXXXXXFromXXXXXXXXFrom: Jane Doe <: Jane Doe <jdoe@mail.rockefeller.edujdoe@mail.rockefeller.edu>Subject: Edited version of letter>Subject: Edited version of letterXX--

 
UIDL: ?e%!!UIDL: ?e%!!Z"HZ"H!!V=^!!+[~!!Mime!!V=^!!+[~!!Mime--VersionVersion: 1.0: 1.0ContentContent--Type: multipart/mixed; Type: multipart/mixed; 
boundary="============_boundary="============_--1211361629==_============"This is a multi1211361629==_============"This is a multi--part part 
message in MIME format.message in MIME format.----============_============_--

 
1211361629==_============Content1211361629==_============Content--Type: text/plain; Type: text/plain; charsetcharset="iso="iso--88598859--1"1"----

 
============_============_--1211361629==_============Content1211361629==_============Content--Type: Type: 
text/text/plain;"XXXXXXX.docplain;"XXXXXXX.doc

 

1" (missing attachment)1" (missing attachment)----============_============_--

 
1211361629==_============1211361629==_============----

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we started looking at the content to verify the capture integrity, we initially viewed messages in Notepad.  The display was similar to the one shown.  

The “as captured” source messages display in one large mbox file rather than as individual messages. The entire folder appears as one continuous message.  A user would need to know some html in order to determine where a message begins and ends, not a reader-friendly display.  
Viewing in Notepad or Internet Explorer takes a while to display even on a small cache of 30 or so MB.  The system would lock up when trying to view batches larger than about 100 MB. 

Attachments display as very long character strings – in this case over 14 pages for one attachment.  And some attachments were missing, usually those that “lived” on a server when the e-mail was captured from a desktop’s local hard drive.



Aid4Mail ConversionAid4Mail Conversion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the e-mail we expect to receive will not be sorted by the depositing institution to remove personal, sensitive, and confidential messages, at least for the first several years of accessioned e-mail. To find an easier way to sort than from the mbox format in the previous slide, we researched available software that would convert the raw, source e-mail, yet retain authenticity and integrity.

In our trials, MessageSave worked well for converting Outlook .psts to mbox format and Aid4Mail worked best for converting other e-mail applications to mbox.

Here you see e-mail converted via Aid4Mail.  It displays as individual messages and opens in Outlook or whatever current e-mail client is on the computer.  Attachments and embedded data display within their separate folders (circled).




TOOLSTOOLS

MessageSaveMessageSave

Aid4MailAid4Mail

JHOVEJHOVE

DROIDDROID

EZDetachEZDetach

FentunFentun

CERP ParserCERP Parser

DSpaceDSpace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The software Fentun has proved useful for converting current attachments received as “unknown file format, .dat” extensions. On the Outlook .psts, Lynda successfully used EZDetach to extract attachments for analysis using JHOVE and DROID to determine formats, validity, and obsolescence.

We tried other software with spotty success – Amber Outlook converter, Amber PDF Converter, Emailchemy, File Merlin, and Xena.  At the end of the project, we plan to provide a summary of those results on our website. 

Our IT consultants developed a parser to convert e-mail to XML preservation format and customized DSpace for our testbed digital respository.





CERP ModelCERP Model
SIP to AIP

•Archivist converts the 
collection to the .mbox 
(generic email format), if not 
already in this format.  
•Archivist runs the parser to 
convert the .mbox file/s to an 
XML preservation file with 
encoded attachments. 
•Archivist creates a package 
of all components (metadata, 
source, outputs, finding aids) 
in the zip format and submits 
to a digital repository.

AIP to DIP
The researcher 
queries the digital 
repository (DSpace) 
to find and retrieve 
the email 
collection results.

SIP

 

*

DIP

 

*

AIP *
* The SIP is the submission 

information package. It contains 
the email collection (variety of 

formats possible) received from 
the depositor and metadata 
narrative (both information 

supplied by the depositor and 
updated by the archivist).

* The AIP is the archival information 
package. It contains the source email 

from the depositor, metadata 
(manually created METS, narrative, 
and other), finding aid (manually 

created), .mbox files, parsed XML file, 
parsed attachments, bad messages 
from parser, and parser subject-

 

sender log.

* The DIP is the dissemination 
information package. Package could 

include the entire package for 
viewing/downloading or a specific 
email message/s for viewing. The 
AIP remains in its original form.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lynda’s workflow model traces an accession from Submission Information Package (SIP) to Accession Information Package (AIP) to Dissemination Information Package (DIP). We are drafting workflow methodology from accessioning through depositing in a digital repository and will have the documentation on our website at the end of the project.




XML Preservation FormatXML Preservation Format

Good prospects for format longevity --
 Base is ASCII

Human readable and “self describing”
Good descriptive schema supports 
validity checking
Many open source tools to create, 
manipulate, and read XML 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We chose XML (eXtensible Markup Language) as the storage format.

Why XML?
Its longevity prospects are good as it is based on ASCII
XML is open source, human readable, “self describing,” flexible
Has a good descriptive schema that supports validity checking
Many open source tools can create, manipulate and read XML 
Has some commercial support





Importance of a Common SchemaImportance of a Common Schema

Defines how XML tags relate to each otherDefines how XML tags relate to each other
<Account>, <Folder>, <Message>, <Header>, <Account>, <Folder>, <Message>, <Header>, 
<Body>, <Attachment><Body>, <Attachment>

Rosetta stone that guides how raw email is Rosetta stone that guides how raw email is 
converted to XMLconverted to XML

Defines the structure for search, display, Defines the structure for search, display, 
provenance, preservation, etc.provenance, preservation, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Common Schema is important for several reasons. 
It defines how the XML tags for the various parts of an email relate to each other.
<Account>, <Folder>, <Message>, <Header>, <Body>, <Attachment>, etc.

It is the Rosetta stone that guides how raw email is converted to XML
…and it defines the structure for subsequent search, display, provenance, preservation, etc.



CERPCERP’’ss
 

Email Account SchemaEmail Account Schema
Serves CERP and EMCAP purposesServes CERP and EMCAP purposes
Supports email accounts from different systemsSupports email accounts from different systems


 

CERP Parser CERP Parser ––
 

multiple formats, no original multiple formats, no original 
systemssystems



 

EMCAP parser EMCAP parser ––
 

single format, active original single format, active original 
systemssystems

Final schema fully addresses a complete email Final schema fully addresses a complete email 
account at all levelsaccount at all levels
Enables validation Enables validation 
Will be made publicWill be made public

Presenter
Presentation Notes

At the same time CERP was searching for a schema solution, North Carolina happened to be working toward a similar goal through EMCAP, a NHPRC-funded project conducted jointly among 3 states:  N.C., Pennsylvania, and Kentucky.  

David Minor of the NC State Archives and our IT consultant Steve Burbeck collaborated to develop CERP’s e-mail account schema.

It serves the purposes of both CERP and EMCAP in that it supports email accounts from different systems and fully addresses a complete email account at all levels.  
The schema enables validation of successful preservation.
It will be made public.



Email Conversion ResultsEmail Conversion Results
Converted and validated 70,000 messages to 
the XML Mail-Account schema


 

Smithsonian -
 

5,537 messages in 232 Mb of recent 
Outlook mail

99.97% successfully parsed (4 could not be parsed)


 

Smithsonian -
 

28,000 messages in a 1.5 Gb
 

Outlook 
account

99.975% successfully parsed (5 could not be parsed)


 

Rockefeller Archives -
 

43,778 messages in 378 Mb of 
older eclectic mail

99.85% successfully parsed (74 unparsed, but improvement 
is clearly possible)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We converted and validated more 70,000 messages in three test sets in the XML Mail-Account schema.
Over 99% successfully parsed in each set.

Parse speed was about a quarter gigabyte per hour.

Lynda will now demonstrate the parser.
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CERP’s parser is a prototype built in Squeak Smalltalk, a powerful, open source, portable development environment that runs on Windows, Linux, and Macintosh. 

mailto:SchmitzfuhrigL@si.edu


The Parser Web InterfaceThe Parser Web Interface
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Presentation Notes
The parser can be run from within Squeak, but most users will prefer to run it from a Web browser. The Web interface is built with a popular Squeak Web Application development framework called Seaside (www.seaside.st).  Seaside uses a web server (Comanche) that is embedded in Squeak.

Although Comanche can be used as a general-purpose web server, its usage here is confined to supporting the parser and the Seaside application interface.
 
DEMO



Parsing Results StatusParsing Results Status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The parser requires email in mbox format.  Once the files have been input, the parser web interface shows the status and results including date, time, number of messages, and “done.”



Parsed Email Body ExcerptParsed Email Body Excerpt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the email messages from the account.  The email collection is preserved as one xml file with its folder structure intact.



Parsed EParsed E--Mail Attachment Mail Attachment 
ReferenceReference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An attachment that is greater than 25K. It is encoded and contains a reference number that corresponds to the email message.



Parser SubjectParser Subject--Sender LogSender Log

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This parser output can be used for simple searching on “from,” “to,” “date,” “subject.”  

Each message has a unique identifier and a hash algorithm that can later be used to verify its integrity. 



Archival Information PackageArchival Information Package

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AIP includes
METS.xml – Doorway into DSpace containing Dublin Core tags; not actually ingested
.pst – source email as is. Can be another email application
.xml – parsed email
.xslt – display template for rendering email 
EAD.zip – html and xml versions of finding aid
Metadata narrative.zip – narrative about administrative processing applied to collection and other pertinent information, format reports; DROID, JHOVE reports, descriptive metadata narrative
Mets.xml with the collection name; this METS file is actually ingested into DSpace
Parser directory tree.zip – .mbox files, bad messages, encoded attachments greater than 25K; 
Subject sender log.zip – output from parser that can be used as an access aid




Metadata Encoding and Metadata Encoding and 
Transmission Standard (METS)Transmission Standard (METS)

Digital Library Federation initiativeDigital Library Federation initiative

NonNon--proprietary standardproprietary standard

XML formatXML format

Supports many metadata schema Supports many metadata schema 

Sections for descriptive metadata, Sections for descriptive metadata, 
administrative metadata, file groups, file administrative metadata, file groups, file 
hierarchies, and behavior hierarchies, and behavior 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DSpace requires METS, Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard, in order to ingest collections.  

METS supports use of several metadata schema including MARC, EAD, DC, TEI, MODS.

Different sections of METS contain descriptive elements, administrative information, file groups, and file hierarchies.





METS is the non-proprietary Digital Library Federation initiative that provides an XML document format for encoding metadata necessary to manage digital objects within and across repositories. Information is available on both the Library of Congress and DSpace websites.




Completed METS AIP FormCompleted METS AIP Form
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Presentation Notes
Our Archival Information Package (AIP) METS “header” form has only the 10 Dublin Core elements we chose to use. This “header” provides metadata about the METS document itself such as the name of the person who created it.

The first word on each line is the typical archival term; the second is the corresponding DSpace term; and the third is the relevant Dublin Core tag.  For example, what archivists usually call a collection, DSpace labels “community”; the correlating DC tag is “publisher.”  

Subject headings may be based on Library of Congress or whatever standard your organization uses.  




CERPCERP’’ss
 

DSpaceDSpace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the homepage for CERP’s DSpace testbeds.  It shows the SIA CERP testbed e-mail collection as one community and the RAC’s  as another.  Within each community, DSpace contains “sub-communities” that archivists usually call Record Groups and “collections” which archivists typically call a Series.  

We are currently working on the Dissemination Information Package (DIP) prototype.

We will have more demonstrations of the parser and other tools at our poster during the sessions.
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